Ex vivo kidney slice preparations as a model system to study signaling cascades in kidney epithelial cells.
Several model systems have been used to study signaling cascades in kidney epithelial cells, including kidney histology after systemic treatments, ex vivo isolated tubule perfusion, epithelial cell lines in culture, kidney micropuncture, and ex vivo kidney slices. We and others have found the ex vivo kidney slice method useful to study the signaling cascades involved in the regulation of kidney transport proteins. In this chapter we describe our adaptations to this classic method for the study of the regulation of kinases and endocytosis in rodent kidney epithelial cells. Briefly, slices are obtained by sectioning of freshly harvested rat or mouse kidneys using a Stadie-Riggs tissue slicer. Alternatively, a vibratome can be used to obtain slices at a more consistent and finer thickness. The harvested kidney and kidney slices are kept viable in either cell culture media or in buffers that mimic physiological conditions equilibrated with 5% CO2 at body temperature (37°C). These buffers keep the slices viable during hours for incubations in the presence/absence of different pharmacological agents. After the incubation period the slices can be used for biochemistry experiments by preparing tissue lysates or for histological evaluation after fixation. Moreover, the fixed slices can be used to evaluate changes in subcellular trafficking of epithelial proteins or endosomes via immunolabeling followed by confocal microscopy. The resulting micrographs can then be used for systematic quantification of protein- or compartment-specific changes in subcellular localization under each condition.